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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to describe the way of taking advantage of the non-intrusive indoor air
quality monitoring system by using data oriented modeling technologies to determine specific human
behaviors. The specific goal is to determine when a human presence occurs in a specific room, while the
objective is to extend the use of the existing indoor air quality monitoring system to provide a higher level
aspect of the house usage. Different models have been trained by means of machine learning algorithms
using the available temperature, relative humidity and CO2 levels to determine binary occupation. The paper
will discuss the overall acceptable quality provided by those classifiers when operating over new data not
previously seen. Therefore, a recommendation on how to proceed is provided, as well as the confidence
level regarding the new created knowledge. Such knowledge could bring additional opportunities in the care
of the elderly for specific diseases that are usually accompanied by changes in patterns of behavior.

1 Introduction
To maintain the health of people, it can be useful to
monitor their health status in their daily lives. Ambient
assisted living (AAL), a term that first appeared in the
European Framework Program for research funding, are
systems that are intended to improve the quality of life of
special groups of people, including the elderly. Such
systems make use of information and communication
technologies to develop applications and services for the
elderly, in order to help them in their daily activities.
When implementing an AAL system, several features
should be considered [1]. First, the sensors should be
non-invasive systems. They can be embedded in
wearable items, like shoes, etc., or can be part of the
infrastructure. In any event, it is important that these
systems respect the privacy of the users.
Elderly people who live alone usually suffer more
accidents than other people. For example, in the district
of Kaiserslautern, Germany, 30 per cent of persons who
are more than 65 years of age and living alone at home
suffer at least one fall per year. Therefore, being able to
identify either sudden or progressive changes in their
routines by using the existing infrastructure, will help in
providing specific care to such a population segment
without a need for additional investment.
The intention of this paper is to analyze the
opportunity to pursue additional goals and obtain further
and relevant information by means of an already
deployed infrastructure, in order to bring higher value to
the user, in connection with the Internet of Things (IoT)
paradigm.

*

As we seek to monitor the behavior of the elderly to
detect changes in their patterns of behavior, it is
important to be able to record the movements throughout
the building in order to detect changes in the everyday
patterns that may indicate dementia. With that objective
in mind, we show in this paper how to detect human
presence in a room by use of the sensors that are already
there to monitor the air quality.
A network of wirelessly connected sensors is used to
obtain the data from rooms in an elderly caring
institution. Such sensors are designed to monitor the air
quality and measure temperature, relative humidity and
CO2 concentrations. The data is analyzed and some
models are trained with the data to detect the presence of
a person in a room. This requires machine learning
algorithms.
In order to better understand the work being done,
the structure of the paper will first introduce the problem
by analyzing the present state of the art in the following
section. The methodology that is adopted for this ongoing research will be presented in the third Section. The
fourth section will provide the selected study case, the
main assumptions made in this work and details of the
sensor type and implementation. Section five will
include the discussion and the analysis of the findings.
Finally, the last section will give the main conclusions of
the work and discuss future developments and research.

2 State of the Art
There are several paths for research of the use of IoT
technology to acquire greater knowledge of different
behaviors. In this area, studies of air quality and energy
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efficiency in buildings have received much attention as
in [2-3] where indoor monitoring is proposed and
occupancy is related to comfort measurements.
Another interesting trend involves monitoring the
indoor air quality, where contributions like [4] propose
the development of a compact battery-powered system
that monitors the carbon dioxide level, temperature,
relative humidity, absolute pressure and intensity of light
in indoor spaces, and sends the measurements by means
of the existing wireless infrastructure based on the IEEE
802.11 b/g standards. The idea of promoting low cost
solutions instead of those that require extensive
deployment was deeply investigated in [5-6]. The latter
used a monitoring system that was based on an Arduino
platform with six sensors.
Not only has energy efficiency or comfortrelated
topics been analyzed, but also IoT technologies have
been used to monitor pollutant levels in indoor areas. A
correlation between the concentration of pollutants and
health problems in schoolchildren has also been shown
in some studies [7-8]. Researchers in this area have also
been able to link sleepiness or an impact on health to
CO2 levels on campuses or in offices, thereby showing
the physiological effects that a high concentration of
CO2 indoors has on workers or students [9-10].
An area that is receiving increasing attention is the
demand-driven HVAC (Heat Ventilation and Air
Conditioning) control, for both energy efficiency and
indoor comfort. This is seen in the case of [11], where
the estimation of a building’s occupancy by use of a
wireless CO2 sensor network is investigated. The HVAC
system can take advantage of the information, acquired
about non-occupancy, in order to save energy and
resources.
Another trend that is more closely related to our
research interest involves using an existing air quality
monitoring system to derive occupancy information in a
non-intrusive scenario. The key aspect is to work under
long term service principle. Various approaches have
been examined to determine the occupancy information
as video-image based detection [12] or detection by
passive infrared (PIR), sensors [13]. However, both
approaches have limitations. These involve privacy or
computational cost in the case of video, and a lack of
movement in the case of PIR sensors. Those limitations
have caused CO2based presence detection methods to
receive increasing attention.
In our area of research interest, mixed approaches,
such as [14], have been presented. They are based on
analytical models that were calibrated on empirical data,
with a decision tree that defines the final inference
model for occupancy. Other authors have proposed the
use of a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) as a convenient
and effective approach for occupancy estimation by use
of Multinomial Logistic Regression (HMM-MLR) [15].
Some research to determine binary occupancy
information also has been undertaken, as in [16] where a
binary presence detection framework is proposed using
an indoor weather station’s data and Hidden Markov
Models. The approach in this paper will benefit from
artificial intelligence based techniques, as the sampling

system cannot be reconfigured from its primary
application and somehow is limited in its operating life.

3 Methodology
The adopted framework relies on the existing
infrastructure for air quality monitoring.
In addition, the data is collected and uploaded to the
cloud. Therefore, data can be accessed from any place
and models for derivation of the behavior rules can be
implemented.
The framework will use as many sensors as are
available, as well as the most convenient techniques for
data processing and modeling based on machine learning
techniques. In this first step, we will analyze the data that
is obtained and determine possible relationships that may
help in building the monitoring framework. When
sufficient knowledge is available and the desired
information can be obtained, the decision-making
processes will be applied, depending on the case of
interest. (See Fig. 1.)

Fig. 1. The framework adopted for the research.

It is worth remembering that the main goal here is to
determine human presence in specific areas as an
example of a higher level of information. Our main
hypothesis in this phase of the study is that it is possible
to determine the binary occupancy based on the local
data available at room level. As the goal is to use an
already available infrastructure, the monitoring
frequency is kept at the same value as in its initial
application. That is a sampling frequency of 10 minutes,
which means that the system is not sensitive to high
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frequency movements. However, it makes it possible to
maintain a low energy consumption.
It will be also interesting in this research to determine
the best set of algorithms to predict the occupancy
values, in order to obtain the model can provide the best
results for this problem. To this end, the problem is
treated as a supervised learning process, in which linear
and nonlinear techniques will be used with the models,
in a first approach that is being built for each monitored
room.

open door, as the air flows through rooms whose
entrances present no barrier.
The evolution of the temperature values appears in
Fig. 3. The evolution is quite stable over time as the
temperature values do not change much. This indicates
that they will not provide sufficient information to detect
changes in the occupancy of a room.
The data visualization enables us to see the impact on
adjacent spaces when the doors remain open and the air
flows from room to room. It becomes possible to
visualize the effects as ventilation in the values of
relative humidity around 9:00 a.m. in both rooms, see
Fig. 4, showing a noticeable change in the relative
humidity values at those moments. Consequently, the
visualization of data shows that it is possible to detect
when a window is open, allowing to monitor such
activity.
In Fig. 5, a straight line with no change is observed
during the night for Room 1. This means that there has
been a problem in communication and the last measured
value is provided.
By visualizing the time series that the sensor values
describe, it appears that, when the doors are opened, the
air flows between the rooms making the concentration of
CO2 to create different patterns. That is why it will be
interesting in further research to add additional
information to model the air flow between the rooms.

4 Study case
An agreement with a caring institution for the elderly has
permitted us to collect the data that is necessary for this
study. The institution has allowed us to install and
monitor sensors in five different rooms in the building.
The monitored rooms include the main hall, the living
room, the dining room and two bedrooms.
The monitoring period lasted for one year and
respected the national laws regarding non-intrusiveness
and confidentiality. Five identical wireless sensors were
placed in the rooms to measure and report levels of
ambient temperature (ºC), relative humidity (%) and CO2
concentration (ppm). The monitoring frequency was set
at ten minutes to maintain the energy requirements.
During normal operation, the sensors are powered by
ambient room light by means of an energy harvesting
solar cell. In prolonged periods of low light, security
backup batteries provide power to the sensors. The
sensors support the open EnOcean® standard protocol
(ISO/IEC 14543-3-10) for wireless communications
[17]. The data is transmitted wirelessly to a central node
that uploads it to the cloud.
Doors separate the rooms in the monitored building.
While the data was being collected, thirteen residents
were living in the building’s monitored rooms. Because
of the condition of the residents, their routines are
welldefined and maintained throughout the year. Thus,
abnormalities are easy to measure. In general, the
bedrooms are used during the night and are empty during
the day. The residents remain in the living room during
the day, except at breakfast, lunch and dinner times
when they congregate in the dining room.

Fig. 2. Evolution of the CO2 concentrations, 2/4/2016.

5 Results and Discussion
By performing a visualization of the data for each room
that each sensor generates, interesting relationships are
suggested. From the brief overview in Fig. 2 it becomes
clear that the dining-room is used mainly used at around
9:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m., which agrees with
the scheduled times for breakfast, lunch and dinner in the
institution.
The effect of the doors being opened or closed has
also been visualized. As can be seen in the line that
represents Room 2 in Fig. 2, the CO2 concentration
levels increase continually, whereas the concentration in
Room 1 remains more stable and even decreases in some
phases. Such behavior is expected in a room that has an
Fig. 3. Evolution of the Temperature, 2/4/2016.
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better than the classical lineal models, ctree2 in the case
of trees or the C5.0 rules. Bagging methods, such as
random forest (RF), the extreme gradient boosting
(xgbtree) and Adaboost with bagging (Adabag) also
obtain remarkably accurate values. However, the model
that was based on supported vector machines with a
radial kernel performs slightly better. It obtains greater
accuracy and Cohen’s kappa coefficient values.
The most accurate models obtained with the set of
classifiers that were trained, give accuracy values of
about 80%. This is quite a good value, as some effects,
such as the air flow between the rooms, have not been
considered. It is expected that the accuracy values will
increase when taking those effects into account, which is
considered for further research activities.
Fig. 4. Evolution of the Relative Humidity, 2/4/2016.

Fig. 5. Evolution of the CO2 concentrations, 3/5/2016.

As mentioned, the main objective in this phase of the
study is to determine occupancy based on the data of an
already available infrastructure in a real scenario. For
this purpose, several classification models have been
trained after pre-processing the data. The R project’s
language [18] was used for this purpose. A common
organization of models was established by using the
Caret package in R [19]. The models that were used to
build the classifiers include classical classification trees,
the gradient boosting method, the multiclass Adaboost
with bagging, the C5.0 classification tree, the Support
Vector Machines, Quadratic Discriminant Analysis, and
Neural Networks with one principal component analysis
step. The machine that was used to train the models was
a Linux based SMP server with twenty cores running in
parallel and 48 GB of available RAM.
As an example of the capability of the models that
were trained, Fig. 6 shows the performance of different
models, as well as accuracy and Cohen’s kappa
coefficient, which relates the obtained and expected
accuracy of qualitative (categorical) items, on the case of
the dining-room when validated against a dataset that
was not previously seen during the training phase. It can
be seen that, in this case, the model that performs better
is the one that was based on supported vector machines.
In general, it can be said that it performs noticeably

Fig. 6. Cohen's kappa coefficient and accuracy for the set of
models that were trained.

6 Conclusions
The accuracy obtained by the models that were built
gives confidence in the identification of binary
occupancy in the rooms. However, there is room for
improvement in reducing the confusion rate, although it
has been reduced already in the case of non-linear
classifiers. The main reasons for the confusion are that
the bare variables and their intrinsic variations only
enforce basic rules, but reality is more complex. For
instance, indoor climate control enforces temperature
within a short range. However, differences occur when
the residents breathe with the room door open or closed.
Actually, when the door remains open, the CO2 levels
and humidity spread to the adjoining areas and cause a
rise in the concentration of such values in those areas. Of
course, this effect does not occur in the same way when
the doors are closed as the concentrations only rise in
rooms that are occupied.
The previously identified effects of the air flow
through the rooms suggest including specific information
about variable trends over time. They also suggest
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considering the building’s semantic as a key element in
order to learn from the different patterns and avoid false
positives due to the air flow between adjoining rooms.
All of those improvements will be considered for
further development and research in the near future, in
order to reduce uncertainty and provide stronger
foundations for the development of a decision making
system framework.
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